SENIOR SIGNATURES - SHOW YOUR VIKING PRIDE!
DUE OCTOBER 1
 9TH

SENIORS – In the 2018/2019 yearbook this year, you have the opportunity to include your signature 
underneath your senior picture! Please follow the instructions below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your signature  into t he provided space in the box. Make your signature expresses your personality!Anything 
outside o f the  box or along  the edges  will be  cropped out!
Practice first with a pencil, but then trace over it with something dark, like a pen, to ensure that it will scan clearly.
Please make this appropriate, otherwise it will not be in the yearbook and you will be given a generic signature. 
YOU  WILL NOT  BE  GIVEN ANOTHER  CHANCE TO REDO THIS.
Turn this paper into your CAI/CWI/AP Gov teacher, or to Mr. Cogswell in room 128.

Your mark (Note: will be ½ size in yearbook):

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE: _________________________________

SENIOR SIGNATURES - SHOW YOUR VIKING PRIDE!
DUE OCTOBER 19TH

SENIORS – In the 2018/2019 yearbook this year, you have the opportunity to include your signature 
underneath your senior picture! Please follow the instructions below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Add your signature  into t he provided space in the box, make your signature express your personality!Anything 
outside of the box or  along the edges will  be left  out!
Practice first with a pencil, but then trace over it with something dark, like a pen, to ensure that it will scan clearly.
Please make this appropriate, otherwise it will not be in the yearbook and you will be given a generic signature. 
YOU WILL NOT BE  GIVEN ANOTHER  CHANCE  TO  REDO THIS.
Turn this paper into your CAI/CWI/AP Gov teacher, or to Mr. Cogswell in room 128.

Your mark (Note: will be ½ size in yearbook):

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE: _________________________________

